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Abstract:
For better fuel economy and carbon oxide reduction, future aircrafts call for electric propulsion.
Though there have been significant developments in electric machines and power electronics in
the last few decades, electric propulsion presents significant challenges and opportunities.
At the system level, the high power rating of the electric propulsion calls for higher distribution
voltage. Currently, the distribution voltage for more electric aircrafts is limited to 540 V because
of partial discharge related issues. In the future, where a single aisle commercial aircraft will
require more than 10 Megawatt of propulsion power, the electric power distribution voltage is
expected to reach as high as 4 kV, which presents a significant challenge in the system
architecture and insulation designs. At the sub-system level, to realize high fuel economy, electric
machines and power electronics drives are expected to have ultra-high power densities of 14
kW/kg and 25 kW/kg, respectively, which requires significant innovations in material, device,
machine structure, power electronic packaging, control and thermal management.
This tutorial will start with an introduction of different types of turbo and hybrid propulsion
systems and state-of-the-arts of power electronics and electric machines for aircrafts. Then the
tutorial will first focus on the partial discharge phenomena at low air pressure and how it will
affect the designs of power electronics and electric machines. Newly published results on partial
discharges in motor windings and power modules with Silicon Carbide (SiC) based high dv/dt
waveforms will also be presented.
On the topic of integrated high power density motor drives, the tutorial will first introduce the
state of the art high specific power electrical machines for various sectors of the aviation
hybrid/electric space. Difference in requirements and challenges for each sector will be discussed.
The pros and cons of different machine topologies including various stator structures, winding
configurations and rotor configurations will be discussed highlighting key opportunities and
challenges. Key factors in terms of achieving high specific power such as advanced thermal
management and advanced materials will also be introduced.
Then, the development status of SiC devices and megawatt level power converters will be
discussed. A case study based on state-of-the-art commercially available SiC power modules will

be presented as an example. The high power density partial discharge free design together with
test waveforms will be presented.
The last main part of the tutorial is dedicated to the thermal management of the propulsion
system for future hybrid and electric aircrafts. Specific challenges in thermal designs for
aerospace applications will be introduce first. Then multiple advanced thermal design
approaches for integrated electric machines and power electronics will be discussed in detail.
Though the material presented in this tutorial is aerospace application oriented, the knowledge
presented on high power density electric propulsion systems can be extended to many
applications where high power rating, high power density and high efficiency are expected.
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